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Biography:
Coach David R Meyer is nationally known author, speaker,
trainer, and mentor coach who believes that the only difference
between obstacles and stepping stones are the way they are
used.
Most recently, David authored “The Engaged Manager: Make
Your Team a Success and They Will Make You a Success” to
share key success tips for managers at all levels of an
organization. He has personally witnessed how Engaged
Managers create Engaged Teams and, therefore, produce
more results for less money than non-engaged managers.
Coach David R Meyer is a Certified Behavioral Consultant
specializing in the use of DISC through the Institute for
Motivational Living, and has been certified by CEO Partnership
in Assessing, Training, and Coaching Emotional Intelligence.
He is also an expert in the implementation of Organizational
and Personal 360° Feedback systems.
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David combines his certifications with personal experience to provide leadership
development that is based on real world situations for real world leaders.
Coach David R Meyer and Laurie Valaer founded ECI Learning Systems LLC in 2008 with
the shared vision of helping leaders understand the human side of management and
leadership and create an environment that inspires employees to strive for their very best
every day. Their client list includes leaders and emerging leaders from Verizon Business, XO
Communication, NTegrity Networks, Professional Edge, Northrop Grumman Information
Systems-Intelligence Systems Division, Thorne Ecological Institute, & CIBER.
In addition to creating custom communication and leadership solutions, David has authored
numerous articles that have been published in magazines and websites worldwide, and he
was a contributing author to the popular book, “Creating Workplace Community: Motivation”,
published in 2004. In 2009, David and Laurie co-authored a self-guided DISC tutorial for
professional coaches, entitled the “DISC Coaching Catalyst: Your Guide to Uncovering
Motivations and Revealing Blinds Spots.”
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